A broad range of carbon clusters have been generated by a novel technique of energetic heavy ion bombardment of amorphous graphite. The evolution of clusters and their subsequent fragmentation under continuing ion bombardment is revealed by detecting the charged clusters in the energy spectra of the Direct Recoils emitted as a result of collision between the incident ions and surface where the newly formed clusters are residing. The techniques of producing and detecting carbon clusters from C 2 to ones >C 100 have been indigenously developed at PINSTECH.
Ever since the discovery of Buckminsterfullerene [1, 2] , carbon clusters have extensively been produced and studied with various techniques including high temperature and high pressure production of soot [3, 4] , laser beam ablation of graphite [5, 6, 7] and by electronic sputtering of organic films by MeV ions [8, 9] . These techniques have their respective merits and advantages. Whereas, there has been an emphasis in these techniques to selectively produce the magic clusters, some authors [10, 11, 12] have indicated that much heavier clusters than C 60 can also be produced.
In the present communication we report a series of experiments that has been conducted to investigate mechanisms of production as well as monitoring of clusters recoiling from amorphous graphite surface under heavy ion bombardment. The bombarding ions initiate cluster forming mechanisms and can also eject the carbon complexes by imparting them sufficient energy as Direct Recoils. Measurement of successive energy spectra of these recoils provide us with the signatures of the dynamics of heavy ion induced cluster formation in amorphous graphite. Direct Recoils emitted from the target consist of the monatomic, diatomic, triatomic and higher cluster forms of pure carbon. These recoil after elastic binary collisions with the mono-energetic ionic projectiles and carry with them energies E r which are function of target to projectile mass ratio (m 2 / m 1 ), angle of recoil θ r and the bombarding energy E 0 and is given as
Energy analysis is performed with a 90-degree electrostatic energy analyzer.
Measurements of successive energy spectra of these recoils provide us with the signatures of the dynamics of heavy ion-induced cluster formation on the surface of the irradiated graphite. 3 The experiments were planned in such a way that heavy ions deposit considerable amounts of energy (~100-150 eV/Å) in a region determined by ion's range. By choosing ion beam incidence angle with surface normal α = 80°, a wedge like ion irradiated region is produced of not more than 30 atomic layers beneath the surface and with the ion penetration depth ~ 500-760 Å at 100 keV for Xe Amorphous graphite was chosen to ensure a structure-less carbon medium that would undergo cyclic sequences of bond breaking and re-bonding of carbon atoms to form complexes. The Direct Recoils produced as a byproduct of ion-target interactions 4 are detected at large recoil angles. The only constraint on choosing large recoil angles is that these recoils with energies ~ few tens to just over a 100 eV should be clearly distinct from the collision cascade sputtering contributions i.e., particles emitted with few eV and yet have sufficient velocities (typically ~ 10 5 [cm/s]) to be detected by a channelton electron multiplier [13, 14] . We have shown that successive energy spectra of DRs emitted after collisions with the target constituents reveal the dynamics of cluster formation as well as the fragmentation processes resulting from the incident ion -cluster collisions.
Our previous observation [15] has been that under Ar Such a large recoil angle was chosen due to its correspondingly higher LSS differential cross sections dσ [16] . Since dσ ∝ E r -1
, where E r is the energy of target particles in a direct recoil with the projectile. E r reduces for large θ r thereby considerably enhancing dσ. There has been at least an order of magnitude increase in the measured cross sections in going from our earlier θ r = 79.5° to the present value 87.8°. 
